Disease Transmission
In general, you can get infectious diseases in any of five different
ways: through person-to-person contact, air, food, water, and animal
bites. Diseases transferred from person to person are considered
contagious, or communicable. For example, when a person sneezes,
droplets of saliva and mucus carrying pathogens are expelled from
the mouth and nose,
If another person
breathes these droplets, ine pathogens can infect that person. People directly transmit some diseases by kissing, shaking hands,
touching sores, or having sexual contact. People can also transmit
diseases indirectly through objects contaminated with pathogens,
such as drinking glasses, toys, plumbing, and needles used to inject
drugs or in tatooing.
By minimizing exposure to pathogens, you can decrease your
chances of becoming ill. For example, to prevent illnesses caused by
bacteria found in foods that contain animal products, these foods
should always be cooked thoroughly. Utensils and other surfaces
that foods touch should be sanitized.

Detecting Disease
The German physician Robert Koch (1843-1910) established a
procedure for diagnosing causes of infection. Koch determined that
bacteria cause anthrax, a disease that afflicts cattle, sheep, goats,
and humans. Anthrax is a serious disease although it is not passed
from person to person. In an experiment, Koch isolated bacteria
from a cow with anthrax and then infected a healthy cow with the
bacteria. The healthy cow developed anthrax and had the same bacteria that the first cow had. In his research, Koch developed the
following four-step procedure, known as Koch's postulates, as a
guide for identifying specific pathogens.
1. The pathogen must be found in an animal with the
disease and not in a healthy animal.
2. The pathogen must be isolated from the sick animal
and grown in a laboratory culture.
3. When the isolated pathogen is injected into a healthy
animal, the animal must develop the disease.
4. The pathogen should be taken from the second
animal and grown in a laboratory culture. The cultured pathogen should be the same as the original
pathogen. i

Long-Term Protection
The specific immune response is very
Primary and Secondary Immune Responses
powerful, and it can be a long-lasting
defense. After an immune response,
some B cells and T cells become
Subsequent
memory cells that continue to patrol
exposure
to same
your body's tissues. Some memory
First exposure
Secondary
pathogen
to pathogen
immune
cells provide lifelong protection
response
against previously encountered
pathogens. If a pathogen ever appears
Primary
again, memory cells activate antibody
immune
response
production against that pathogen. As
shown in Figure 7, a second exposure
Time
to the same pathogen causes a sharp
increase in antibody concentration.
Figure 7 Immune
This enables macrophages to destroy
responses. The first time you
the pathogen before you become ill. You are said to be "immune," or
are exposed to a pathogen,
resistant, to the disease caused by that pathogen.

Resistance to Disease
Resistance to a particular disease is called immunity . It has long
been observed that individuals who recover from an infectious disease develop an immunity to that disease. This knowledge preceded
the development of immunology, a branch of science that deals
with antigens, antibodies, and immunity. Immunologists study the
body's defenses and ways to help protect against disease.
In 1796, an English doctor named Edward Jenner performed an
experiment that marks the beginning of immunology. Smallpox,
which is caused by a virus, was a common and deadly disease then.
Jenner observed that milkmaids who had contracted cowpox, a
mild form of smallpox, rarely became infected with smallpox. Jenner
hypothesized that cowpox produced protection against smallpox.
To test his hypothesis, Jenner infected healthy people with cowpox.
As Jenner had predicted, many of the people he infected never
developed smallpox, even though they had been exposed to the

virus. We now know that smallpox and cowpox are caused by two
similar viruses. The cowpox infection caused an immune response
that later prevented smallpox infection in Jenner's patients.
Vaccination Jenner's procedure of injecting the cowpox virus to
produce resistance to smallpox is called vaccination. Vaccination
(vak sih NAYshuhn) is a medical procedure used to produce immunity. You have probably been to the doctor for vaccination to guard
against various diseases. Modern vaccination usually involves an
injection, or "shot," of a vaccine under the skin. A vaccine (vak
SEEN) is a solution that contains a dead or modified pathogen that
,
can no longer cause disease.
A vaccine triggers an immune response against the pathogen
without symptoms of infection. For several days after you are
vaccinated, your immune system develops antibodies and memory

©

your immune system responds
normally. If you become
exposed to the same
pathogen again, antibody
production increases quickly.
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Complete each statement by writing the correct term or phrase in the space provided.

Read the passage below. Then answer the question that follows.

1.Diseases transmitted from person to person are considered contagious, or

2. After an immune response, some B cells and T cells become
cells, which protect against previously
encountered pathogens.
Study Koch's postulates, listed below. Determine the order in which the steps take
place. Write the number of each step in the space provided.
3. The pathogen is taken from the second animal and is grown in a

laboratory culture. The pathogen should be the same as the original
pathogen.
4. When the pathogen is injected into a healthy animal, the animal
develops the disease..

The German physician Robert Koch (1843-1910) established a
procedure for diagnosing causes of infection. In his research with
anthrax, Koch developed the following four-step procedure,
known as Koch's postulates, as a guide for identifying specific
pathogens. Biologists have used Koch's postulates to identify
many pathogens.
1. The pathogen must be found in an animal with the disease
and not in a healthy animal.
2. The pathogen must be isolated from the sick animal and
grown in a laboratory culture.
3. When the isolated pathogen is injected into a healthy animal, the animal must develop the disease.
4. The pathogen should be taken from the second animal and
grown in a laboratory culture. The pathogen should be the
same as the original pathogen.
SKILL: READING EFFECTIVELY
Read the question, and write your answer in the space provided.
1. What is indicated when, in spite of being injected with a pathogen isolated

5. The pathogen is found in an animal with the disease.

from a sick animal, another animal remains healthy?

6. The pathogen is isolated from the sick animal and is grown in a
laboratory culture.
In the space provided, explain how the terms in each pair are related to each other.

7.immunity, vaccination

In the space provided, write the letter of the term or phrase that best completes
the statement.

2. According to Koch's postulates, a pathogen can be considered to cause
a particular disease if the pathogen is
a. found in an animal with the disease.
b. lacking in healthy animals.
c. found in all members of the same species.
d. Both (a) and (b)

8. vaccine, antigen shifting
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